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INTRODUCTION 

lnanda Seminary is a private boarding school for black girls situated in the 

hills of lnanda. It is unique in that it is the only private protestant school of 

this nature in South Africa. It offers young black women a superior 

education than could be received from Bantu education and because of 

this "produces many top African women in law, medicine and teaching in 

South Africa." 1 In this respect, it is often labeled as an 'elite' school. It is 

the aim of this dissertation to examine the nature of the pupils' response to 

the problems and contradictions of this elitism during the period between 

1950 and 1980. 

lnanda Seminary has a long history, being founded in 1869 by the 

American board of missions 

Out of this association came the agitation for a school to 

further the education of the Zulu girls to make them good 

wives and to teach them how to make Christian and civilised 

homes. 2 

The first head of the school was an American missionary named 

Mary K Edwards. She arrived at lnanda Mission by ox wagon on which 

was loaded desks and books. On 1 March 1869 Mary Edwards enrolled 

her first nineteen students and thus it was that lnanda Seminary was born. 
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An early purpose of the school was to equip students for a life of 

domesticity, keeping a Christian home and raising children with Christian 

values. However, 

lnanda Seminary was gradually transformed from meeting the 

needs of a local mission, into an elite institution offering 

academic courses to the daughters of rising African petty 

bourgeoisie. 3 

The school also changed from being a local school to a national school, 

with girls being drawn from a much wider geographical area, broadening 

the gap between the school and the local lnanda community. lnanda 

Seminary soon gained the reputation of achieving academic excellence 

and this attracted parents from all over the country who aspired a superior 

education for their daughters. Entrance to the school thus became a 

carefully selective process with only the best students chosen to study 

there. This selection criteria is one aspect of lnanda Seminary that marks it 

as elitist. 

One of the aspects that set lnanda aside from other private schools was 

that it was an overseas funded school. Initially the source of its funding 

came from the American board for foreign missions until this was taken 

over in 1969 by the United Church board. Their policy toward lnanda was 

to allow the administration of the school to be run by a governing council, 

in co-operation with the principal, reporting annually to the board. 4 It was 

this access to foreign funds that allowed lnanda Seminary to remain an 

independently run school, at a time when other mission schools were 

forced to come under government control in terms of the Bantu Education 

Act 1953. 
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Today funding still comes from America but this is on the decrease as 

missions are in the process of shaking off their overseas responsibility. 

This means that the school has had to find alternative means of income in 

recent years from local sources. Much of this has been coming from local 

churches and companies such as Unilever and IBM. 

Funding has been a constant source of concern for the school and this 

highlights one of the contradictions of lnanda Seminary. Although it 

functions as an elite institution it lacks the means to sustain itself. In 

contrast to other private schools, lnanda Seminary does not have an 

affluent parent support base on which to rely. Thus its elitism is not as a 

result of wealthy patronage but rather is based on its traditions, the 

education and opportunities it offers and the type of pupil it produces. 

lnanda Seminary 

provides an excellent academic program supplemented by 

cultural programs, music, sport, religious instruction, personal 

counseling and vocational guidance. lnanda equips its 

students for responsible service in their professions and the 

community. 5 

It is this broad education offered, that stimulates students to think for 

themselves, to question what they are taught and express themselves 

intelligently. 

The schools motto is 'shine where you are' and this is taken very seriously 

by the students, who strive to succeed in whatever field they undertake. 

lnanda past pupils have made a definite mark in all spheres of society. 

"Pick any prominent black South African woman and more often than not, 
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you will discover she is an lnanda Seminary graduate." 6 lnanda Seminary 

thus provides a very necessary function in black education. "It will go 

down in history as one of the best educational institutions to keep the 

flames of black education burning." 7 
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CHAPTER ONE : 

The period between 1950 and 1959 is a crucial one in the history of lnanda. 

It was a period plagued with uncertainty as to the future status of lnanda 

Seminary. This was as a result of the Bantu Education Act implemented in 

1953. The act had a direct impact on the school as it revealed the 

governments intention of placing all mission schools under direct 

governmental control. lnanda Seminary put up tremendous resistance to 

prevent this from happening, and it was largely due to the perseverance of 

Dr Lavinia Scott; the school having access to foreign funding; and the 

reputation the school had achieved for itself, that lnanda Seminary was 

able to remain a private institution. 

The first rumblings of the government's intentions were evident towards the 

end of the year 1950. It was in her letters to Dr John A Reuling, secretary 

of the United Church Board for world missionaries that Dr Lavinia Scott 

principal of lnanda Seminary from 1937-1969, expressed her concern over 

the threat of government interference. 

We do not like the prospect that there is a strong possibility 

that native education will soon be transferred to the Native 

Affairs department of the union government, then it will 

become an instrument of government policy. 1 

Reuling's reply to this was. "It certainly looks as though the government is 

trying to squeeze us out." 2 

Their fears were confirmed when the government did indeed interfere with 

Bantu education, "taking black schools out of the hands of the church and 

other non state bodies and control was centralised in Pretoria." 3 In 1949 a 
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commission of inquiry into Native education was led by Dr W W M Eisdin 

and it was this report that contributed to the passing of the Bantu 

Education Act 1953. 

The clauses of this act most pertinent to lnanda Seminary were those 

regarding mission schools. At this time most schools were missionary run 

with a smaller number falling under the Provincial Administration. Figures 

drawn up in 1937 showed that ninety-two institutions with 12 977 students 

were provincial administration schools while the missionary run schools 

numbered 627 with 67 897 students." 4 

Clause No. 9(1} and (7) of the Act stipulated that 

(1) No person shall establish, conduct or maintain any 

Bantu or Native school other than a government Bantu 

school unless it is registered as prescribed. 

(2) The registration of any such school shall be refused or 

canceled if the minister is of the opinion that its 

establishment or continued existence is not in the 

interests of the Bantu people. 5 

This meant that schools registered with the government would be at the 

discretion of the Minister of Native Affairs and that it would be illegal to 

operate a school not registered with the Department of Education. "This 

measure enabled the government to close any education program which 

did not support its aims." 6 

Dr Verwoerd, the driving force behind the Bantu education Act, stated in 

his speech in Senate, 7 June 1954 that "the state was taking over from the 
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churches to prosecrate the same work more efficiently." 7 He clearly 
outlined the situation facing mission schools. 

Churches which for reasons they consider sufficient, desire to 

retain control for the time being, may make application for 

permission to do so. It will, however, be clearly put to them 
that when support is granted, it will be limited to a grant equal 

to 75% of the salaries of the approved teaching staff. They will 

further be informed that this can only be a provisional 
arrangement which may be terminated when the department is 

convinced that the transfer of control to the Bantu community 

is desirable or should be begun. No new school may however 

be established without the prior approval of the department. 8 

The implications of this for lnanda Seminary meant that it would be forced 
either to relinquish its mission control to the government or make an 
application to the Bantu Education department requesting permission to 
remain open as an independent institution. This course of action would 
involve lnanda Seminary losing 25% of its government subsidy, therefore 
being forced to finance itself. This was not a decision the school could 
take on its own, being dependent on the financial support of the American 
board of missions thus any decision had to have their full approval. 

It was to this effect that Dr Lavinia Scott sent a detailed report of the new 
Bantu Education Act and what it meant for lnanda Seminary to the 
American board of missions. In this report she outlined the three 
possibilities open to church schools. 

(a) The church may hand over the who)e school to the 

department including the boarding establishment. The 
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government would either buy or rent the property and 

establish a governing council. 

(b) The church may hand the school over to the 

government then establish a governing body and 

executive body but the church may retain control of the 

property and the boarding establishments. 

(c) The church may decide to carry on the institution 

independently but it is likely to have financial and 

staffing difficulties and may be closed down at the 

pleasure of the minister. 

both (a) and (b) mean that the school becomes a state 

institution with the principal or head nominated by the 

governing council. 9 

One of the primary considerations that lnanda Seminary had to face before 
making any decision was her financial position. Could she afford to lose 
her government subsidy and become private? Dr Scott spells out lnanda 
Seminary's financial situation. 

In an effort to see what the financial implications would be if the 

mission and board should decide to hold on to the institution. I 

took out the following record at lnanda Seminary : 

Grants from American board 

Salaries 

Grants from mission 

Government grants 

l 867 

1620 

359 

5230 
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Boarding fees 4820 

TOTAL 1 12896 

If the government should reduce its whole subsidy by 25% it 

would mean our finding approximately/1307 from other 

sources. There is also the problem of staffing to consider - it's 

difficult to get European South African teachers as there would 

be no pensions etc. for them. 

I cannot think that the situation is hopeless if it is right for 

distinctly Christian schools to exist. 10 

By 1954 lnanda Seminary had the assurance from the board of their 

sympathies to any possible plan to carry on lnanda Seminary on the 

condition that it continued to give a strong Christian witness. 11 

Following several meetings at the school Dr Scott reported to the board 

that "the feeling seems fairly unanimous that we should carry on under the 

mission even though it will mean great financial sacrifice and possibly 

increased staffing difficulties." 12 After consulting the students and parents 

on the matter, they too pledged their support, offering to pay increased 

school fees if it meant that lnanda Seminary would remain open. Armed 

with this support lnanda Seminary made the decision to fight to remain a 

mission school, independent of government control and sent off an 

application to the Bantu education department to this effect. 

In the letter of application to the minister of Native Affairs, Dr. Scott 
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stressed the importance of the work of the American Missionaries in 

African education and gave reasons as to why lnanda Seminary should 

remain open. 

We believe that it has made a valuable contribution to the 

civilising and christianising of African home and family life and 

that it has helped to establish Christian standards of life and 

character in the African people. Many hundreds of girls, after 

receiving other high school or domestic science training at 

lnanda Seminary have gone on to become teachers, nurses 

and homemakers and have helped to meet the great needs of 

their people. 13 

She spoke of her fervent belief that there was a place for a school of the 

type of lnanda Seminary, "where good academic and practical training 

could be given in a Christian atmosphere." 14 The government was asked 

to give their application serious consideration. 

The ensuing period was an endless waiting game, hoping anxiously for 

word of the government's decision. Each year the school was closed 

without the knowledge whether it would be able to open again the following 

year. lnanda Seminary's decision to continue in the meantime had the 

wholehearted support of the mission board: "The decision to carry on at 

lnanda Seminary in the usual way as though it were certain that you are 

going to open next year is I think the wisest one." 15 
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The government's reply granting approval to the school finally arrived on 

December 4 1957. This approval was accompanied however by certain 

conditions that lnanda Seminary had to comply with. Some of these 

being: 

that the school retain the right to be inspected, 

non examinable subjects such as music or religious instruction 

be taught in the mother tongue and that no expansion or 

renewal to the existing hostels be undertaken without prior 

approval being obtained. 16 

The logbook for lnanda Seminary January 1958 read as follows : 

lnanda Seminary entered on a new period of its history at the 

beginning of 1958, as subsidies from the South African 

government ceased at the end of 1957 and the school is now 

a private Christian school conducted by the American Board 

Mission. 17 

Why was it that lnanda Seminary was given permission to remain open 

when schools all around South Africa were being forced to surrender to 

government control? 

of 7000 schools over 5000 had been run my missionaries prior 

to Bantu education. By 1959 virtually all Black schools except 

700 catholic schools had been brought under the Native 

Affairs department. 18 

One of the most important reasons why it was able to remain a private 

institution was its access to foreign funding. The conditions of the 
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government's approval was that no tuition fees could be charged only 

boarding fees, and that the school would no longer receive a government 

subsidy. Being able to function as a private school was only possible then, 

with increased financial support from the mission board and churches in 

both America and at home. 

lnanda Seminary was able to carry on when the cutting off of 

government funds compelled most mission schools to close 

down or become government schools, because the American 

mission board tremendously increased its subsidy to make up 

for the loss of government grants. The American board felt it 

was necessary to keep at least one Protestant mission school 

open, even at great expense. 19 

Another reason it was given the status of a private school was because of 
the type of school it was, steeped in tradition with a distinct Christian ethos. 

On analysing the question what made lnanda Seminary different from other 

schools. A Wood wrote: 

The government controlled schools should and probably will 

give a good general education. What then can we give that is 

more than they will do? I asked one of the African teachers the 

answer to that question and she said 'It is the extra things.' It 

was hard for her to explain but she gave as examples; the 

extra care and thoughtfulness for teachers and girls, the 

encouragement of Christian organisations and I add from 

another source the fellowship and goodwill and comparative 

lack of fear in the relationship between races and language 

groups represented here. 20 
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Lavinia Scott too, made a note of the uniqueness of the school when in her 
principal's report of 1959, she summed up the values of lnanda Seminary. 

A contirn,.1ing of Christian concern for African youth, freedom of 
choice of staff, natural, friendly relations between the races, 
training in Christian service and leadership among the 
students and more opportunities to develop African women of 
strong character, moral courage, enlightened Christian faith a 
personal dedication to the kingdom of God. 21 

It was these special qualities and the superior education offered to young 
African women, that contributed to the government's decision. Is was also 
these qualities that set lnanda Seminary's education apart from those 
schools under the Bantu education department. While Black students in 
Bantu schools were being educated and prepared for a life of 
subservience, meeting the needs of the white race, lnanda Seminary girls 
were given a broad education, taught to think for themselves and prepared 
for tertiary education. It was this, which was in part due to the elite nature 
of lnanda Seminary, that contributed to its survival. 

Credit must also be given to the role that Dr Lavinia Scott played during 
this time, that lnanda Seminary continued in the face of almost 
insurmountable odds. It was due to her dedication and perseverance that 
the school was able to keep functioning. She won the respect of both her 
teaching staff and her students as they were inspired by her courage and 
her wisdom. 

The burdens which have been placed upon the whole staff of 
lnanda Seminary during the last 21 / 2 or 3 years by the 
uncertainties of the situation in South Africa might well have 
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been unbearable had it not been for the wisdom and skill with 

which Miss Scott has handled the whole situation. 22 

The end of the 1950's saw lnanda Seminary emerging into a new era with 

their new status as an exclusive private school. 
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CHAPTER TWO : 

The next decade for lnanda Seminary was a period of adjustment, to the 

new private status of the school. Major changes in the administration had 

to be made. In the past the principal had made all the decisions for the 

school and if any changes had to take place these would first be referred 

to the mission board for approval. 

In the 40's and the 50's the Bantu Congregational Church became more 

involved with the mission until in 1960 it incorporated the mission to 

become one body ; the United Church Board. It was decided that the 

advisory board, which had met twice a year to help with administration 

matters and keeping the school up to date with African public opinion, was 

not sufficient for the schools new situation. A new constitution for the 

school was therefore discussed and drafted and a governing council set 

up to assist with the running of the school. 

This constitution, completed in 1963, clearly defined the purpose of lnanda 

Seminary to be 

the education and training of African women and promotion of 

the Christian faith . . . to assist in the development of 

enlightened Christian womenhood and in the building up of the 

Christian Church in South Africa. 1 

It also made clear composition and the function of the governing council. 

The governing council was made up of 12 members; six chosen by the 

Bantu Congregational Church of South Africa and six by the United Church 

board and their role was to decide on policies of finance management and 

public relations. 2 
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They met semiannually with their first meeting held at lnanda Seminary on 

18 March 1964. It was at this meeting that a statement of Policy and 

Purpose was formulated by the council. 

The aim of lnanda Seminary is to provide girls with an 

education grounded in Christian faith and principles. A 

foremost concern of the school is to give students a solid 

academic foundation. For this a well trained staff and 

adequate library and other facilities is essential. 3 

Lavinia Scott firmly believed that lnanda Seminary fulfilled this purpose as 

she stated in her annual report, January 1962 : 

Many fine African women throughout the country owe much of 

their ability and spirit to their early training at lnanda Seminary. 

Many of our present students will be strong Christian leaders 

in the future because of their experience and training here. As 

long as lnanda Seminary continues to exist, Sunday schools 

will be established, social workers, doctors, teachers, nurses 

will be trained who might otherwise fail to see any vision of 

what their lives can mean to the uplifting of their people. 4 

It was this deep conviction that reinforced her belief that it had been a wise 

decision to allow lnanda Seminary to function as a private school. 

We feel we have made the right decision because we believe 

that an independent Christian school can give a type of 

training that a government school is unlikely to give also that 

the witness of such a school in these days is important in 

South Africa. 5 
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Since its opening in 1896, thousands of girls have passed through the halls 

of lnanda Seminary and all have benefited from its educative opportunities. 

Who then are these girls of lnanda Seminary, what was their response to 

the education they received and what became of them on leaving the 

security of the Seminary? 

During the 60's and 70's the school admitted 90 new students each year. 

These were chosen from more than 1500 applicants. "Selection is based 

upon previous academic work, recommendation of former teachers, 

results of a special admissions examination and a personal interview." 6 

This selection process is one aspect of the elitist nature of the school and it 

was able to be selective in its choice of pupil, choosing only the best. 

The fact that it is a boarding school, demanding the necessary boarding 

fees also set lnanda Seminary from government schools. Most girls came 

to lnanda Seminary because their parents could afford to send them. This 

was not always the case however, as there were some girls who came 

from extremely poor homes. These girls were helped by bursaries and 

scholarships, offered to "ensure that lnanda Seminary does not become 

an institution based on money snobbery." 7 

The girls that made up lnanda Seminary came from all over Africa, as far as 

Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Swaziland. This gave them the 

opportunity of interacting with girls from other cultures and language 

groups such as Xhosa, Zulu, South Sotho, Swazi and Tswana. lnanda 

Seminary became a unifying determinant, being something that all girls 

would have in common. The language problem was solved by the 

introduction of the language rule which stated that all students had to 

speak only English from Monday to Friday. If they were caught speaking 

their home language during this time they were punished. 
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Although on the surface this seemed an unnecessarily harsh measure, the 

girls willingly accepted the language rule, acknowledging that English was 

the universal language. As a result of this language rule, all lnanda 

Seminary girls spoke English fluently and had no problems adapting at a 

university level. 

Miss Shezi, a past pupil of lnanda Seminary, who later went on to become 

a teacher says that she only realised the benefits of being taught in English 

when she herself was a teacher teaching in a Bantu education school. 

Bantu education insists in all subjects being taught tn the 

vernacular up till standard 5 so when they enter high school 

their grasp of the English language is very limited and they find 

it very difficult to understand English concepts. 8 

Thus the enforced language rule ensured that lnanda girls received a 

superior, more universal education that would equip them for any tertiary 

education they might pursue. 

lnanda Seminary offered more than a cursary academic education. Its 

very nature as a boarding school meant that it had to offer its students as 

far as possible, a homely environment. As students came from all over the 

country, being able to go home at the most four times a year, lnanda 

Seminary was the biggest influence over these girls lives during their five 

year stay. 
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Nozizwe Ndlala, a past pupil recalls her first impressions of lnanda 

Seminary. 

I was excited about going to lnanda Seminary because I knew 

it meant a development in my education but I was also 

extremely apprehensive because it meant leaving home and 

going to a school where I didn't know anyone. 9 

At first she hated it as it was all so new and strange and she had to learn to 

adapt to the strict time structure and the discipline code, but once she had 

settled in she grew to love it. "lnanda Seminary became my home and the 

girls and teachers my family." 10 

Apart from the usual academic subjects; History, English, Afrikaans, 

Physical Science, Biology, Mathematics, Accountancy and Geography, the 

girls' education was supplemented by organized excursions, educational 

films, interschool exchanges, organized sports, interschool debates, 

dramatization, lessons in etiquette and domestic science skills. "lnanda 

Seminary girls received a privileged education and got a basic grounding 

education in everything." 11 

Extramural activities were encouraged by the school as the aim was to 

produce a well developed, all round student. All teachers participated in 

the coaching of sports such as tennis, basketball, tennikoit, croquet and 

athletic sports. The school practiced the traditional 'house system' where 

the girls were divided into different houses each with a name, symbol and 

colour. These houses would compete against each other and earn house 

points. House spirit would be encouraged and loyalty inspired. Pupils 

would be totally devoted to their particular house. So much so that when 

Mrs Khoza an ex-lnanda Seminary student, returned to the school as 
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Headmistress she insisted on remaining in her house even though it was 

customary for the head of the school to be neutral. 

lnanda Seminary also competed in interschool events, competing against 

other schools. For these she would team up with 'brother school', 

Edendale Boys Technical School, if competing against co-educational 

schools. In these events lnanda girls fared very well until it was decided in 

1969 to stop competing with other government schools. ''Teachers and 

pupils were concerned with the segregated facilities and racial attitudes 

which they weren't used to coming from the harmonious mixed 

atmosphere of lnanda Seminary." 12 

As compensation, interschool sports activities were replaced by 'beach 

day'. This involved the whole school spending the day on the beach. For 

the staff, beach day was met with some apprehensions as many of the 

pupils couldn't swim. Pat Seery, a past teacher, described the day as a 

nightmarish experience as it involved keeping a constant watch on the girls 

ensuring their safety. From the pupils' point of view beach day was the 

highlight of the year. The whole school would participate in the 

preparations and a picnic lunch would be made the night before. For them 

it was an exhilarating experience and one to be looked forward to. 

Other outside activities included exchange visits with other private girls 

schools such as Epworth or St Mary's. Matric girls would visit the school 

for a day becoming involved in discussion talks and games. These visits 

enabled the girls to meet with young people from other race groups and 

were very successful with both groups benefiting from the occasion. 

After one such occasion, a visit to St Mary's one of the pupils wrote a 

report on the visit for the school magazine entitled 'our visit to St Mary's' 
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In May this year, we were selected for an interschool exchange 

program between St Mary's and lnanda Seminary. We must 

admit that we were curious at the prospect of spending a day 

in a 'white' school. 

To our delight there was nothing to make us feel uneasy. All 

the girls there were friendly with none of the antagonism we 

anticipated. We had also expected to feel out of place in a 

class with so many intelligent students. But it was not at all like 

that. We enjoyed the lessons which were very attractively 

illustrated with the most modern teaching aids. 

The trip to St Mary's was very fruitful indeed. It certainly 

helped us to know that we are not inferior and that education is 

a universal concept. 13 

Other occasions where lnanda Seminary was given the opportunity to 

interact with other schools were competitions such as the Alan Paton 

literary competition, debates and science olympiads. In these lnanda 

Seminary girls excelled. Suzizwe Mthembu past science teacher told of 

her experience of how one of her pupils came top in a science olympiad. 

The prize was that the pupil and her teacher attend a conference in 

London. This was "a dream come true for us" 14 The school was 

incredibly proud of this achievement and it added incentive to further 

competitions. "lnanda Seminary girls come top wherever they are as they 

strive to always achieve." 15 

So far it sounds as though lnanda Seminary was 'all work and no play' 

however this was not the case as the girls had the weekends at their 

disposal to do as they wished. Saturday nights were entertainment nights 
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where the girls provided their own entertainment. This usually took the 

form of music recitals, concerts, dramatization, movies or dances. The 

girls would choose what they wanted to do during their class conference 

which would occur every Tuesday. The aim of this was to involve the 

pupils in the running of the school. On this occasion pupils were able to 

voice their opinion on a certain issue and express their ideas for the 

school. In this way the girls felt they were actively contributing to their 

school functioning more efficiently. 

Another way in which students participated in the school process was 

through the prefect system. Senior girls were chosen to be prefects and 

given the responsibility of helping with the discipline of the pupils. 

Discipline in the school was run according to the marking system whereby 

, a violation of any rules was awarded so many marks. Punishment was 

meted out according to the number of marks. This punishment usually 

involved manual tasks such as cleaning up the yards or helping in the 

kitchens. Prefects had the ability to mark pupils. Lavinia Scott, 

commenting on the prefect system: "We have student prefects who share 

in a very real way in the disciplining responsibilities of the school and I rely 

on them as well as on staff members" 16 

As mentioned before the school's motto is 'shine where you are' and this 

was extremely significant in the life of lnanda Seminary as it revealed the 

girls' aspirations and their response to their education. One feeling that 

predominated when talking to an old lnanda Seminary girl or reading 

articles written by students, is that of pride for their school. They are all 

aware that they are receiving a privileged education and feel honoured to 

have been part of such a traditional school. 

The result of lnanda Seminary being a liberated and more relaxed school 
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was that it offered a much broader education than could be received 

elsewhere. Pupils were given access to other knowledge aside from that 

given in lessons and this broadened the scope of their education. 

David Brown, a past teacher, spoke of the unique attitude in the school 

towards the library which was the centre of the school. 

Pupils know how to read and learn on their own. They realise 

they have access to knowledge which is independent of 

teachers. Their response to learning is to want to know 

everything. They read widely and are aware of whats going on 

in the country and world affairs. Their general knowledge is 

incredible. 18 

lnanda Seminary offered the girls a secure protective environment, one 

which was conducive to learning, for at least five years of their life. Leaving 

lnanda Seminary was often a sad occasion for girls as it had been so much 

part of their lives for so long. Head prefect Khathiya Phili, 1971 wrote this 

reflective article on what lnanda Seminary had meant to her. 

lnanda Seminary has made me a woman. lnanda Seminary 

has taught me to think. It has made me realize that I have a 

role to play in society; that as a woman I have rights to fight 

for; that I have the world to be responsible to and perhaps 

even for. Most of all, I have been brought to face the stark 

reality of our country. I am not sure what I shall be doing next 

year at this time, or where I shall be, but all I know is that : 

'I have promises to keep 

And miles to go before I sleep 

And miles to go before I sleep' 19 
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At lnanda Seminary all pupils were encouraged to realise their potential 

and pursue whichever career they chose. All aimed and strove for a 

university degree, with entries into medical school being the most popular. 

This attraction to science was because of a feeling that the scientific field 

was an elite one, being more superior than any other field. There was also 

a notion amongst the girls that they aim to be the 'first Black Woman to 

such and such.' In this way they would make their mark on society and 

feel they had arrived. 

To a large extent many of the lnanda Seminary girls did achieve this and 

the list of these achievements is endless. lnanda girls have indeed made 

their mark on society. lnanda Seminary students have become doctors, 

matrons, teachers, social workers, and outstanding community leaders 

throughout South Africa. Some examples of these are: 

Mary Mdiniso became the first woman senator of Swaziland; 

Miss Emmeline Gumede, the first woman sub inspector of 

schools in South Africa; Evelyn Dladla, the first African sister 

tutor at Edendale Hospital; Miss Ruth Simelane, the first 

woman radio announcer, Radio Swaziland; Mrs AD Lebona, 

chief guide of Lesotho; Sister Zeimalu Nkosi, the first African 

Matron of Kwa Mashu Polyclinic; Dr Vicki Mungwira, the first 

African woman medical practioner of Nyasaland; Sister Fikile 

Goba, first African theatre sister in Durban; Winnie Ngcobo 

received her PHD on Psychology at the University of 

Chicago. 20 

The list is a long one and could go on and on unveiling the remarkable 

achievements of lnanda Seminary students all over the country, as far 
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reaching as overseas, in all spheres of society. They have indeed lived up 

to the reputation of the school and up to their motto, 'Shine where you are'. 

lnanda Seminary has produced a very special type of girl, one who was not 

afraid to stand up to a challenge, who realised her potential and went after 

it and who strove to succeed in whatever she undertook. It is this 

consistency of academic excellence that has assured lnanda Seminary's 

elite reputation. 
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CHAPTER THREE : 

As clearly outlined in the previous chapter, lnanda Seminary has had the 

reputation of being an elite school. There are however contradictions to 

this elitism. This is emphasised by the constant financial problems that 

have plagued the school almost from its conception, but more acutely felt 

after the loss of its government subsidy. Added to this the school has had 

to deal with staffing problems and adapt to the continuous change of 

principals which often resulted in periods of uncertainty and instability. 

One can also not isolate lnanda Seminary from the South African political 

situation. Apartheid and the repercussions of the Bantu Education Act had 

had a marked effect on lnanda. 

lnanda Seminary is undoubtedly unique in more ways than 

one but unlike many of the White private schools which have 

recently had successful multi-thousand rand appeals, it does 

not have an affluent parent body to approach for funds. 1 

This is certainly true as although some girls come from wealthy 

backgrounds many more come from much poorer families whose parents 

were sacrificing everything to ensure their child's education. 

Since the Bantu Education Act 1953, lnanda Seminary received no funds 

from the government. As part of the conditions laid down by the 

government, it was stipulated that no tuition fees could be charged by the 

school. The only regular sources of income received by the school then, 

were grants from the United Church Board for World Ministries in 

New York and student fees. For the rest, the school had to depend on 

contributions from churches or businesses. Fundraising for any additional 

project formed an essential part of school life. 
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The total annual expenditure of the school was R130 000 100. 

Included in this was R100 000,00 to operate the school and 

the additional R30 000,00 going towards staff in service 

education, pension funds and further enrichment programs. 

These were figures put forward by the school in 1970. Their 

receipts for incoming finances were R65 000,00 from the 

United Church board and R26 100,00 from school fees. 2 

Thus their income fell short in meeting their expenses especially when 

there were additional needs that had to be attended to. "Some of these 

pressing needs were an adequate water supply, the modernisation of 

classrooms, dormitories and residences, staff housing and ablution and 

toilet facilities" 3 

Some of these needs were met, when a grant of RS0 000,00 

was made by the American Board to assist in the attempt to 

modernise lnanda Seminary. Another grant of R10 000,00 

from the Bantu Congregational Church went towards the 

building of a science block. 4 

By 19691 lnanda Seminary's centenary year, the need for finances were as 

strong as ever. 

There are still material needs small and great ; various 

teaching aids, furniture for the library extension, more 

equipment for the science building, more ablution blocks, 

additional staff housing etc. We are grateful to the many 

friends who have already helped and we hope that others will 

be inspired to send their contributions large or small to enable 
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the school to go forward into its second centenary equipped 

for the opportunities and the responsibilities that lie ahead. 5 

1972 was a more optimistic year for lnanda Seminary as "Our appeal for 

funds for an adequate water supply and sewerage system was successful, 

one can see the signs of progress all around the lnanda Seminary" 6 This 

optimism was not to last however, as, in the early '80s the school was 

facing a severe financial crisis which even threatened the closure of the 

school. Newspaper headlines during this time were 'Financial crisis may 

sink lnanda' from the Financial Post and 'Girls school may have to close' 

from the Daily News. 

The problem was that although support was forthcoming from the United 

Church Board, companies and industries were unwilling to sponsor the 

school on the basis that it was a girls' school. "Many companies felt that 

the school had to admit boys and include engineering as one of its 

subjects to be eligible for sponsorship" 7 Thus the school was forced to 

organise various fundraising ventures in an attempt to save the school. 

"Unless the school is able to raise sufficient funds to keep going it will be 

forced to close its doors and that means an end to 113 year of Black 

education." 8 

Once again it was the students' and staff's determination to keep the 

school going at all costs. "If I have to sell my arms and legs, lnanda 

Seminary will not close" 9 was what principal Mrs Khoza told the 

newspapers. The matter was resolved when support came from the 

Kwa Zulu government who recognised the importance of and the value of 

the school. 'The world famous lnanda Seminary for girls near Durban will 

continue to operate as a result of the intervention of 

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, Chief Minister of Kwa Zulu and his cabinet." 1 O 
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For the time being lnanda Seminary's crisis had been resolved, her 

financial dilemma was to stay with her however, up to the present day. 

Ways in which the school tried to decrease her expenditure was to cut 

down food expenses and domestic staff. Although the food was nutritious 

it was, on the whole, very poor. "We were given mostly bread and no tea, 

just water." 11 However, pupils accepted these conditions as they felt they 

were compensated in other ways like being offered a broader education 

and going to a school which one could be proud of. 

The school kept a minimum domestic staff as the idea of 'selfhelp' ~as 

emphasised to the girls. Each pupil was involved in the upkeep of the 

school. 

They get up early in the morning to make their own beds, 

sweep the dormitories and classrooms. Over weekends there 

are lawns to be cut, flower beds to attend to and veggies to be 

grown. Girls clean up after themselves." 12 

In this way costs were cut down and the staff believed it added to the spirit 

of the school. 

The financial problems that plagued lnanda Seminary affected other areas 

of the school too. It added to the problem of finding qualified teaching 

staff. The United Church Board had long stopped sending mission 

teachers to the school and lnanda Seminary was finding it difficult to attract 

well qualified teachers because it lacked the funds to offer competitive 

salaries and had no way of providing housing subsidies or pension 

schemes offered by government schools. Mostly the school attracted 

young white liberal teachers who saw teaching at lnanda Seminary as 
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being a challenge. 

The school was fortunate in employing a number of young 

South African and English teachers who made important 

contributions to the academic, social and religious life of the 

Seminary. 13 

Also a scheme was started to improve the qualifications of the Black 

teaching staff. "The United Church Board offered aid to any who wished to 

have leave of absence for advanced study or to take courses by private 

studies while working" 14 

This scheme eased the staffing problem to some extent and improved the 

caliber of the teaching staff. A large percentage of the Black female 

teachers were lnanda Seminary old girls. In fact the first black woman 

principal, Mrs Khoza was herself an old girl. They continued the traditions 

that they had once been taught under. 

By 1969 the staff at lnanda Seminary was completely inter-racial having 

Africans, Indians, Coloureds and Europeans in its employ. All worked well 

together and in general the atmosphere within the school was harmonious. 

There were however, two important issues that threatened to disrupt this 

harmony. One was the discrepancy over salaries between White and 

Black teachers and the other was the practice of apartheid within the 

school. 

During the time that the school had been government run it was obliged to 

pay its staff according to government salary scales. This placed Africans 

on a much lower notch than Europeans. Once the school began 

functioning as a private school, the discrepancies between the salaries 
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became all to apparent and there was a motion to place staff on an equal 

footing. Lavinia Scott wrote to the board requesting them to consider the 

matter. 

I am writing to you because lnanda Seminary is dependent on 

the Board for support and we are already receiving a large 

amount of money. The big question is though can we justify 

the large difference in salaries on the basis of race and can we 

increase African staff salaries as much as our conscience tells 

us we should? 15 

The board's reply to this was : "There is no question about the desirability 

but the practicality of it is another matter. The budget has already been 

passed for 1962." 16 

There never seemed to be enough money to increase African teachers 

salaries and in this way the financial difficulties experienced by the school 

were often to have far reaching effects. 

The second important issue the school had to face in the early 1960's was 

the practice of Apartheid in the school. With Apartheid being firmly 

entrenched by the National Party in all aspects of society, lnanda Seminary 

became conscious of its own race relations. They began to realise that 

they had unthinkingly been enforcing segregation policies for decades. 

The matter was seriously investigated and it was discovered that various 

signs and facilities had been labeled 'European' or 'African' and 

"frequently there was a difference. The European staff did have rather 

better accommodation and rather nicer equipment." 17 

One of the most obvious differences was the separate boarding and dining 
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facilities. The staff ate all their meals separately while only joining for 

morning tea. A few young White teachers objected to this segregation as 

they realised that while they were criticising what was going on in the 

country they were guilty of carrying it on in the school. They made a point 

of going against it by refusing to eat in the White diningroom and would 

invite some of the Black teachers to share an informal supper with them in 

their rooms. This paved the way for a more open relationship between the 

staff. 

Other teachers soon approved the motion and suggested that the Black 

teachers join them for meals and they would help subsidise the costs. 

Miss Shezi was on the staff at this time and remembers the incident clearly. 

She explained why the Black teachers objected to this suggestion. 

One reason was that because the White teachers were earning 

more they could afford to pay for better meals while Black 

teachers, earning less, could not afford the extra cost it would 

involve. It was also because of the Black tradition of sending 

money home to support families who were in desperate need 

of money. They felt they couldn't spend extra money on their 

food while their families were starving at home. 18 

The problem was finally solved by acting principal Charlotte Reid who 

during the holidays just closed down the Black dining rooms and kitchens 

and from then on the staff all ate together and shared the same 

dormitories. "We learnt to interact with each other and we learnt not to fear 

each other. It made the atmosphere at school much better." 19 

"In the 2nd term our staff dining was integrated. It seemed to be a 

necessary step in the development of a cohesive staff with genuinely 
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shared responsibilities." 20 This was what was written in the Annual report 

of lnanda Seminary 1962. 

1969 was the year that Lavinia Scott sadly retired. She had been head of 

lnanda Seminary for thirty three years and her dedication and devotion to 

the school had earned her the respect of all. In a space of 100 years there 

had only been 5 principals of lnanda Seminary and this had given the 

school a sense of stability and continuity. After Lavinia Scott there was 

however, a spate of different principals, none of whom stayed for long 

periods of time. The replacement for Dr Scott was a man, who "clamped 

down and curtailed the openness" 21 that the school had always 

encouraged. The girls were no longer encouraged to express their views 

and this broke the stability of the school. Successive principals brought 

with them their own methods for running the school and sometimes new 

problems to the school. The school missed the absolute dedication that 

the American missionaries had shown towards the school. The constant 

flow of teachers also hampered the stability of the school. It was difficult to 

get teachers to stay for long periods because of the lower salaries and the 

lack of fringe benefits. 

It would seem then that lnanda Seminary, like any other school, has had 

more than its share of problems. The major source of these problems was 

funding and this is where it differed sharply from other private schools. 

Although it was an elite school its funding was insufficient to sustain it. As 

one past teacher referred to it. "lnanda Seminary is a house built on 

sand." 22 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

This essay has mainly focused on the period in lnanda Seminary's history 

from 1950 through to the end of 1970. But what of lnanda Seminary in the 

present day? To what extent, if at all, has the nature of lnanda Seminary 

changed? It has survived for the last 120 years, will it continue to do so in 

the future or is it faltering due to a lack of funds? 

The financial problems of the 60's and ?O's have become more pressing in 

the 80's and are constantly undermining the status of the school. One of 

the main reasons for this is that the foreign mission board is trying to shake 

off the responsibility of paying for other countries, having felt that their work 

in sustaining the mission school is completed and that the responsibility 

should now fall on the shoulders of its own country. Ecumenism in South 

Africa is coming to an end. 

This being the case lnanda Seminary will have to rely more heavily on 

support from industries and local churches. The sliding economy has not 

helped matters. Though there are many well wishers who would clearly 

love to help, they also lack the resources with which to do so. There are 

some companies however, who are consistent in their support. These 

being Unilever and IBM or more recently ISM. Support also comes from 

Adams Trust which was connected with Adams College. School fees are 

at present R3 200,00 but most of this goes towards feeding the girls. 

Maintenance of the school is dependent on gifts made to the school. 1 
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The need for funds has to some extent changed the nature of the school 

as money has become a more important selection criteria from an 'old 

girls' point of view. lnanda 

became more elite attracting wealthier people. It is a different 

lnanda Seminary now. Where in my day it took me a whole 

day's travelling by various buses, taxis and trains to get home, 

today the girls fly home for the holidays. 2 

In a personal interview with Lucky Zulu, last year's acting principal, and 

herself and lnanda Seminary old girl, she too commented on the changes 

that had come to lnanda Seminary. 

It is a different child that comes to lnanda Seminary today. 

Today's child comes from a more urbanised, middle class 

background. They are the products of third generation 

mission educated families, most of whom are professionals 

who own their own homes, though could still not be called 

affluent homes. 3 

These girls are also the recipients of Bantu education throughout their 

primary schooling. The repercussions of Bantu education are now being 

sorely felt at lnanda Seminary. They have had to lower the standards of 

their entrance exam to accommodate for the poor primary education 

experienced by the girls. Lucky Zulu believes there has been a definite 

drop in the standard of education and this hampers them from gaining a 

university entrance." 4 

Standard 6 is a difficult year for the girls as they have to spend their time 

adjusting to their new situation. They also have a lot of catching up to do 
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before they reach the level of lnanda Seminary's academic standards. 

English is their biggest hurdle as their whole primary education was taught 

according to conditions of the Bantu Education Act, in the vernacular. 

Their knowledge then of the English language, is very limited. John 

Francis, a previous librarian at lnanda Seminary said that it became 

necessary to put standard S's through a stringent reading course to teach 

them how to read." 5 

lnanda thus has had to spend valuable time undoing the damage that has 

been done by Bantu education. 

One has to also take into account the home situation that these girls are 

emerging from. Although lnanda Seminary is removed from the active 

political situation, many of its students come from politicised families. One 

of the girls I spoke to at the school turned out to be Nelson Mandala's 

niece. They have experienced and witnessed the effect of Apartheid first 

hand and they carry these emotional stresses from home with them. 

In some respects though, one realises when chatting with them, that they 

are just like any school girl anywhere in the world. They moan about 

having too much homework and all become excited at the prospect of the 

school holidays, planning which movies they are going to see and which 

parties they will attend. 

Their love for lnanda Seminary is apparent and their reasons are ·that it 

offers them security and protection, they are given the opportunity to learn 

different things and different languages and they enjoy getting to know 

their classmates. 

When speaking of the future and their future plans they became more 
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serious. They see their role in the new South Africa as fulfilling the need for 

educated leaders. Becoming a lawyer was a popular career choice as it 

would provide an opportunity for standing up for and protecting their 

people. The second most popular career choice was to enter the business 

world, to help build up the economy. They saw the role of lnanda 

Seminary to be ; "preparing them for the future, by offering them suitable 

subjects and maintaining high standards." 6 

lnanda is going through an uneasy and unstable period at present and 

faces some turbulent times ahead, but Lucky Zulu believes with strong 

management it can survive as it has done in the past. She feels that the 

opening of schools will help the situation and the school is even 

considering the possibility of operating as a day school. 7 

But this is all in the future and one can only hope that whatever the 

outcome, lnanda Seminary will continue to be a valuable instrument for 

Black education. 

One can only reiterate the words of Luck Zulu 

We hope the achievements and endeavors of our former girls 

will be an incentive to the current ones in their steep rise to the 

year 2000 to soar to new heights to meet the needs of our 

social, economic and political challenges. 8 
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.. 

FAREWELL TO INANDA 

To me you were like a mother 

who never deserted her child 

to me you were the light 

that shone and brightened my future 

You were my shield 

Against the storms and hardships of life 

Indeed farewell, lnanda 

Forward lnanda, do not lose courage 

Enlighten all the youth 

Brighten the paths 

upon which they shall tread 

Give them their daily bread 

of knowledge and the work of God 

Again Farewell, oh lnanda 

Sheila Wands 

(Form v 1965) 9 
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CONCLUSION 

lnanda Seminary is the oldest mission school in Natal and is unique in that 

it is the only private protestant school for African women in the country. 

Since its opening in 1869 the school has continued to grow and blossom 

earning the reputation of being "South Africa's oldest and most illustrious 

boarding school for African girls." 1 

This exclusive private school, "is a school where more than just knowledge 

is taught, for it lays stress on the development of mental and spiritual 

qualities." 2 It offers its students a broad education including cultural 

aspects, lessons in etiquette, a variety of sporting activities, organised 

excursions, educational films, dramatization as well as providing a well 

stocked library, modern science laboratories and technical equipment. 

The teaching staff at the school is an integrated one, giving "an example of 

how people of varying cultures and races can live and work together." 3 

They are all well qualified, mostly young, and above all, enthusiastic and 

devoted. As for the girls, "you will find there thousands strong, spread 

through the length and breadth of Africa; nurses, social workers, Church 

leaders, doctor, wives and mothers of the new vibrant Africa" 4 

Although the school has had a long history, it has not always been a 

trouble free history. During the fifties the school experienced a tense, 

frustrating period as they fought to remain an independent mission school. 

The Bantu Education Act was a means of removing schools from the 

protection of mission stations and placing them under government control. 

lnanda Seminary applied for a special concession to remain a mission 

school and this approval, subject to certain conditions, was finally given in 

1959. Thus from 1960 lnanda Seminary operated as a private mission 
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school. 

This private status, although improving the status of the school, brought 

with it severe financial problems which the school is still facing toady. The 

school receives no funds from the government and has to rely on funds 

from overseas and support from local churches and companies. In a 

sliding economy support is not always withcoming and lnanda Seminary 

has often been threatened with closure. 

There is no way to read the future but only to go forward in 

faith, that the best may yet be coming and that the lnanda 

Seminary might will continue to shine in homes, schools and 

hospitals and in all other places where lnanda girls are trying 

to live up to the inspiration they have received. 5 
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INANDA SEMINARY 

I was thirsty and empty 

And when I crawled down to you 

You filled me and quenched my thirst 

Like an oasis in the dessert 

Yes, others have come and gone 

Patiently, you filled them and saved them 

I can hear the echoes of thanks 

from all corners of the world 

Like shiny metal on sullen ground, you shine 

If those valleys and hills can talk, 

They can tell the beauty they have seen in you. 

Showers have poured on you 

Weathering every part 

But you can stand like a concrete tower 

that never falls. 

Here are the path leading you 

Here they come, step by step 

To get the best out of you. 

For me, only one mile to go 

Please life, there are still others, 

who are coming after me 

Clementine Ngema 

Standard 9B 6 
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Oral Evidence 

Personal Interviews conducted with: 

(1) Mr David Brown 30 October 1990 

(2) Mr John Francis 5 November 1990 

(3) Mrs Nozizwe Mdlala 29 October 1990 

(4) Mrs Suziwe Mthembu 24 October 1990 

(5) Miss Pat Seeny 18 October 1990 

(6) Miss Shezi 30 October 1990 

(7) Mrs Lucky Zulu 31 October 1990 
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Group interview with the following std 9 pupils of lnanda Seminary: 

31 October 1990 

Nondumiso Mngamazulu, Mandisa Magatha, Grace Boya, 

Luganda Henna, Nompumelo Mnube, Sibangile Mapanza, 

Nombulelo Nywenya, Lungile Zwane, Dakdia Sithole, Zenith Zame, 

Thebia Seeti, Khanjisile Zandi, Zondi Mandela, Zama Mthiyane. 
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